
 

The Signature Data Archiving Extension extends the Professional Advantage Company Data Archive tool to move historical information from your 
‘live’ company to an ‘archive’ company. The extension provides archiving of Job Cost and Service tables including WSDOCS, which are often the 
largest set of tables in the company database.

It works by moving the data from the production Dynamics GP company to an archive Dynamics GP company that can be located on another disk 
to improve performance. The data is still available by logging into the archive company in Dynamics GP.

Improve Performance by Archiving Your Signature Job Cost and Service Tables – Including WSDOCS

This is a turnkey service to install and configure the Signature Data Archiving Extension along with training. A WennSoft solution consultant will 
perform the following in the scope of this service offering.

  •  Perform a system prerequisite check on the test environment

  •  Perform and/or recommend changes to ensure optimal system performance

  •  Customize scripts to archive selected tables that require archiving

  •  Deploy the Signature Data Archiving Extension to archive Job Cost and Service tables – including WSDOCS.

  •  Run system utilities to ensure a clean dataset

  •  Execute archive processes in a test environment

  •  Validate test archived data

  •  Customer training on how to perform production archiving

  •  Provide post implementation support, as needed

For Use with Professional Advantage Company Data Archive
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Company Data Archive Benefits

Archiving company data increases performance while posting or running reports by:

  •  Streamlining your data by eliminating clutter 

  •  Enabling faster upgrades and backups
  •  Reducing hardware costs and optimizing disk space

  •  Easily view historical data with cross-company inquiries

Speed up your Performance with the Signature Data Archiving Extension. Learn more by contacting your WennSoft Customer Success Manager.

The Signature Data Archiving Extension

A WennSoft solution consultant will perform the setup, testing assistance, training and support of the Signature Data Archiving Extension that 
extends the Professional Advantage Company Data Archive tool to include Job Cost and Service tables – including WSDOCS.

The deliverables include:

  •  A document showing table and database sizes before and after the archive

  •  An archived system for testing and data validation
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